Abstract-In 2012, we presented the Hyperion-II preclinical PET insert which uses Philips Digital Photon Counting's digital SiPMs and is designed to be operated in a 3-T MRI. In this work we use the same platform equipped with scintillators having dimensions closer to a clinical application. This allows an investigation of the time of flight (ToF) performance of the platform and its behavior during simultaneous MR operation. We employ LYSO crystal arrays of mm coupled to PDPC DPC 3200-22 sensors (DPC) resulting in a one-to-one coupling of crystals to read-out channels. Six sensor stacks are mounted onto a singles processing unit in a arrangement. Two modules are mounted horizontally facing each other on a gantry with a crystal-to-crystal spacing of 217.6 mm (gantry position of V and 2.5 V. To obtain the best time stamps, we use the trigger scheme 1 (first photon trigger), a narrow energy window of keV and a minimum required light fraction of the main pixel of more than 65% to reject intercrystal scatter. By using a Na point source in the isocenter of the modules, the coincidence resolution time (CRT) of the two modules is evaluated inside the MRI system without MR activity and while using highly demanding gradient sequences. Inside the field without any MR activity at an overvoltage of V, the energy resolution is 11.45% (FWHM) and the CRT is 250 ps (FWHM). At an overvoltage of V, the energy resolution is 11.15% (FWHM) and the CRT is 240 ps (FWHM). During a heavy -gradient sequence (EPI factor: 49, gradient strength: 30 mT/m, slew rate: 192.3 mT/m/ms, TE/TR: 12/25 ms and switching duty cycle: 67%) at the gantry position and an overvoltage of V, the energy resolution is degraded relatively by 4.1% and the CRT by 25%. Using the same sequence but at the maximum distance position and an overvoltage of V, we measure a degradation of the energy resolution of 9.2% and a 52% degradation of the CRT. The Hyperion-II platform proofs to deliver good timing performance and energy resolution inside the MRI system even under highly demanding gradient sequences.
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I. INTRODUCTION

P
OSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY (PET) offers a high sensitivity for imaging of metabolic processes. For anatomical co-registration, PET is combined with other imaging modalities. PET has been successfully integrated with X-ray computed tomography (CT) [1] . Another combination currently being investigated is the integration of PET and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI or shorter: MR) [2] , [3] . PET/MR offers a higher soft tissue contrast and reduces the dose a patient is exposed to in contrast to PET/CT [4] - [7] .
The standard light detectors for PET systems were photomultipliers which can not be operated inside strong magnetic fields. Therefore, first PET/MR systems used optical fibers to transport the scintillation light from the gamma detectors located inside the MR bore out of the magnetic field where it is detected by photomultipliers [8] - [10] . By contrast, solid state photo detectors like avalanche photo diodes (APD) allow the operation of the light detector inside magnetic fields. The first systems employing APDs transported the analog signal out of the magnetic field to digitization electronics [11] - [14] . However, APDs offer This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ no time of flight (ToF) advantage. An overview of PET/MR integrations can be found in [15] - [17] .
Analog silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) are made up of an array of highly sensitive single photon avalanche diodes (SPAD). A single SPAD is essentially an APD operated in Geiger-mode giving an analog avalanche signal for each breakdown. All SPADs are coupled together and the sum of the current signal is proportional to the number of SPADs that brake down. SiPMs are suitable for operation in high magnetic fields [18] . First SiPM-based systems transported the analog signals out of the MR bore with no further processing inside the magnetic field [19] - [21] . Other concepts included some analog signal processing within the PET module operated inside the MRI system [22] . Our group employed analog SiPMs and incorporated the complete digitization into an MR-compatible PET module (Hyperion-I) [23] , [24] .
The same PET module architecture was used for the successor of the Hyperion-I scanner, but instead of using analog SiPMs, the Hyperion-II scanner employs digital SiPMs (dSiPM) which digitize the breakdown of each SPAD individually, no further digitization is needed [25] . Therefore, the complete digitization is performed inside the MRI system and digital information is sent via an optical ethernet link to a data acquisition system used for coincidence processing. First results on the PET/MR interference of a single PET module of the upgraded platform using dSiPMs and a preclinical scintillator configuration were presented in [26] .
The dSiPM is less prone to variations in the bias voltage due to temperature or voltage fluctuations. In 2009, Philips Digital Photon Counting (PDPC) presented the first dSiPM [27] - [29] . The Hyperion-II scanner employs PDPC digital photomultiplier DPC 3200-22 (DPC) sensors.
In this work, we use the Hyperion-II platform equipped with a scintillator configuration closer to a clinical application using a one-to-one coupling of crystals and read-out channels. This arrangement results in a better timing performance compared to using a light-sharing technique and allows a higher sensitivity for investigations of the ToF performance of the platform and its behavior during simultaneous MR operation.
We present for the first time two modules fully equipped with clinical scintillators and a readout based on PDPC's DPCs which are ToF capable and operated in a 3-T MRI system. We focus on gradient stress tests as used in [26] which show the strongest influence on the PET performance [14] [30].
II. MATERIALS
The system employs detector stacks [31] equipped with a pixelated LYSO crystal scintillator array with crystals, 10 mm height and a pitch of 4 mm. Our group developed an MR-compatible sensor tile which is used to read out the crystal scintillator and employs PDPC digital photomultiplier DPC 3200-22 sensors [28] , [29] . The sensor tile is mm in size and made up of 16 individual DPCs. Each DPC comprises pixels (also referred to as read-out channel) consisting of 3200 digital SPADs which can be disabled individually. This leads to a one-to-one coupling of each crystal to a single read-out channel. The sensor tile is read out and controlled via an interface board which houses an FPGA (Xilinx Spartan-6) [32] . Up to six sensor stacks can be mounted onto a singles-detection module (SDM) in a arrangement [33] . An FPGA (Xilinx Virtex-5) on the main module PCB handles the communication with the detector stacks [32] . Each SDM is connected to a data acquisition and processing server (DAPS) [34] via plastic optical fibers (POF). The DAPS is controlled via a control PC and routes the status and command communication between the latter and the SDMs. Hit data is either processed for coincidences in real time or stored for offline analysis on the DAPS. An additional POF per SDM is connected to a central synchronization and trigger unit which is used to generate the system-wide clock.
From a switched mode power supply, three galvanically isolated power lines provide two low operating and the supply voltage for the bias voltage for the DPCs to every SDM. The SDMs employ a carbon fiber housing for radio frequency and light shielding [35] . The insert is cooled using a liquid cooling system and is additionally flooded with dry air allowing for a stable temperature control and preventing condensation.
In this work, we use two fully equipped SDMs horizontally facing each other at two different distance configurations: first, the so-called gantry position and second, a maximum distance position. At the gantry position, the distance between the modules (crystal-to-crystal) is 217.6 mm. This is the default distance when using the Hyperion-II platform (Fig. 1) . At the maximum distance position, we move the SDMs inside the MR bore as far as possible to the inner wall of the bore (the approximate distance is 410 mm).
III. METHODS
The DPCs are operated at a cooling temperature of 0 leading to measured on the sensor tile under operation. We measure the breakdown voltage of each sensor tile defined as the bias voltage at which the SPADs start to breakdown. The resulting breakdown voltage is stored and an additional overvoltage ( ) is applied to define the final bias voltage for operation. Conservatively, we choose to disable 20% of the worst cells and use an overvoltage of V and 2.5 V.
To obtain the best time stamp performance, we use the trigger scheme 1 (first photon trigger) and a high validation threshold of 52 photons (validation scheme in hexadecimal notation:
) [36] , [37] . We do not employ the neighbor triggering capabilities of the DPCs [38] .
Pixel photon values are corrected for saturation and DPC hits are temporally clustered using a cluster window of 40 ns.
Exploiting the one-to-one coupling, the crystal bin can and is identified from the highest photon count of the cluster. The energy is calculated using the four pixels of the DPC housing the main pixel.
A narrow energy window of keV is used, and to further improve the time stamp performance, we reject detector scatter events by requesting a minimal light fraction of the main pixel of more than 65% of the photon sum of all DPCs of a cluster.
The timing difference for each measured pair of scintillator crystals in the system is histogrammed. A single delay value per scintillator crystal is fitted to all measured difference values using least squares fitting.
By using a point source in the isocenter of the modules, the CRT of the scanner is evaluated during and in the absence of MR sequences.
As described in [26] , several stress tests with switching gradients are performed. We use demanding sequences with a high gradient strength and duty cycle based on a normal EPI sequence (EPI factor: 49, gradient strength: 30 mT/m, slew rate: 192.3 mT/m/ms, TE/TR: 12/25 ms and switching duty cycle: 67% with gradients in -, -and -direction).
For each gradient test we take PET data for approximately 3 min and apply the MR sequence in a time window of 1 min in the middle of the measurement window. The energy spectrum and timing difference histogram of the two SDMs is determined in 40 s time windows before, during and after the MR sequence. The energy resolution is determined by iteratively fitting a Gaussian to the energy spectrum in the range of to 1 FWHM around the photo peak. In the same way we iteratively fit a Gaussian to the timing difference histogram to match a range of to 0.5 FWHM around the peak. The degradation of the energy resolution and CRT during the MR sequence to the values before and after the sequence are computed as relative changes.
We showed in [26] that we could not measure a loss of sensor data due to gradient switching before singles processing. A loss of counts is caused by the degradation of the energy resolution. The loss of counts depends on the selected energy window in conjunction with the induced degradation. We showed that a large window leads to no loss of counts. These findings are consistent with the measurements in this work. Therefore, we do not investigate count rate losses in detail in this work as the underlying platform is the same. We will state the loss of coincident prompts for the most aggressive setting for the given energy window.
IV. RESULTS
Inside the field when no further MR operation is performed the energy resolution is determined to be 11.5% (FWHM) and the CRT 250 ps (FWHM) for an overvoltage of V. Applying an overvoltage of V yields an energy resolution of 11.2% (FWHM) and a CRT of 240 ps (FWHM).
The results of the gradient influence are listed in Table I . Histograms for time differences between the two SDMs as a function of time are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The energy histogram for the measurement with the SDMs mounted on the gantry (gantry postition) and using an overvoltage of V is shown in Fig. 4 . The -gradient does not show any influence on the energy or timing performance for any of the positions and applied overvoltages. At the gantry position using an overvoltage of V during theand -gradient sequences, the energy resolution is degraded by 0.7% and 4.1%, the CRT by 20% and 25%, respectively. At an overvoltage of V the -gradient sequence degrades the energy resolution by 3.3% and the CRT by 30% to 314 ps. When the SDMs are placed closest to the gradient coils at the maximum distance inside the MR bore (maximum distance position), the energy resolution is degraded by 0.4% and 9.2% (Fig. 4) , the CRT by 26% to 302 ps and 52% to 365 ps when applying an overvoltage of V for -and -gradient sequences, respectively.
For the most aggressive scenario (maximum distance position, -gradient) we observe prompt losses of for the selected energy window. No loss of unfiltered singles was found.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Energy resolution and CRT degradations can be observed during demanding gradient sequences. The -gradient does not show any measurable influence on the performance whereas the -gradient shows a clear influence. -gradient switching shows the largest influence on the performance of the two modules. This can be explained by the orientation of the SDMs inside the MR bore and the resulting magnetic flux going through the main PCB.
As previously described in [26] , we observe a ripple on the bias voltage during gradient switching. We assume that this ripple is responsible for the observed energy degradation during gradient switching, as the applied bias voltage directly influences the photon detection efficiency. A photon detection efficiency variation introduces a variation in measured energy values, which, in turn, leads to a decrease in energy resolution.
No loss of sensor data can be measured. Unfiltered single rates do not show any influence. Count rate losses of prompts are caused by degradation of the energy resolution (Fig. 4) in conjunction with the narrow energy window [26] . This behavior has been observed for an APD based system as well [30] .
Although the DPC-based PET detector operates stable under MR conditions, we show that its timing and energy performance is sensitive to gradient switching. So far, we could not find any evidence that the performance degradations can be ascribed to the DPC itself. The MR sequence used is optimized purely for continuous gradient switching with maximum possible slew rates and is not useful for diagnostic MRI. Our measurements represent an temporal averaging of distortions for this worst-case scenario. We expect that the degradation for common MR sequences is far less and probably negligible for most standard imaging protocols. The highest duty cycle for imaging sequences shown in [24] are smaller than 20% which leads to a smaller fraction of PET data influenced due to gradient switching compared to the sequence shown in this paper. Nevertheless, for future system designs -especially if the detector is placed closer to the gradient system and therefore is exposed to higher magnetic fluxes -these effects should be considered to enable simultaneous PET/MR without performance tradeoffs between both modalities.
The underlying Hyperion-II platform proofs to deliver good timing performance and energy resolution both during MR silence and during highly demanding MR gradient sequences. We successfully operated DPC-based fully digital PET modules with a clinical scintillator configuration in a 3-T MRI system achieving a CRT of 240 ps and an energy resolution of 11.2% Fig. 4 . The energy histogram around the photo peak is shown for two modules at closest position to the gradient system inside the MRI system (maximum distance position) using an overvoltage of V. In dashed black the energy histogram for a measurement without gradient activity is shown. In continuous red the energy histogram for the MR sequence with a maximum -gradient activity is shown. The energy resolution is degraded by 9.2%. which is, to our knowledge, the best performance shown for a PET/MR system so far.
VI. OUTLOOK
A detailed investigation of the vulnerability to heavy gradient switching is currently ongoing. Flexible MR sequence programming has been developed which allows to freely program slew rates and duty cycles. This may allow a deeper understanding of the interference between the MRI system and the PET insert. The SDM design is reviewed for possible improvements concerning MR compatibility. A full PET ring using 10 SDMs using the scintillator configuration described in this work is intensely studied for MR compatibility. This will allow an evaluation for a clinical scintillator and read-out configuration using DPCs on a full system level.
